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1: Age-old debate: Beatles vs. Stones - CBS News
The album features a collection of classic hits by The Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, Etta James and many more. Get push
notifications with news, features, and more.

These are external links and will open in a new window Close share panel Image copyright Reuters As The
Rolling Stones prepare to release an album paying homage to the black blues musicians who inspired them, is
it time their long-serving black bass player won more recognition? Darryl Jones has been with The Rolling
Stones for more than two decades now but never appears in official band photographs. Does the bass player,
an American roughly two decades younger than his British band mates, still feel like the new boy? In terms of
playing with the band, though, I feel like a bit of an old hand now. But at the auditions he bonded with Charlie
Watts, a fellow jazz man, and his easygoing personality enabled him to take his place within the Stones
operation without upsetting the delicate balance of egos at its core. Asked about it in a interview, Keith
Richards said: Like A Rolling Stone , describing the bass player as "my solid left arm". Image copyright Getty
Images But Jones remains a hired hand - much the same as Ronnie Wood was when he officially joined the
band in , as a replacement for guitarist Mick Taylor. It took the former Faces man more than a decade on
wages before he was bumped up to full membership and an equal share of the profits. There is the Rolling
Stones as a musical unit and there is the Rolling Stones as a brand Mat Snow, Music journalist "Obviously that
would be a really wonderful thing for a person like me. I have been a sideman for more than 30 years now.
And I would not be being completely honest if I said that it would not be wonderful, it would not be amazing,
to be considered and, you know, jump into this organisation as a full member. Darryl Jones is not the first
Rolling Stones musician to have been kept firmly in the background. Keyboard player Ian Stewart, who died
in , was with them from the start but his "square" look did not fit with the image manager Andrew Loog
Oldham was trying to create for the band in the s. The band knew he was in the band. But, he goes on: Image
copyright Hulton Archive Image caption Howlin Wolf was among those to capitalise on the British blues
boom There was something about the music of downtrodden black Americans who had migrated north to
Chicago in search of work that spoke to the teenage Jagger and Richards, in their bedrooms in suburban
Dartford. The music had fallen out of favour with black audiences in America, who preferred the more upbeat
and aspirational sounds of Motown and James Brown. But the Stones and their tight circle of fellow blues
purists - centred initially on The Station Hotel in Richmond, and Eel Pie Island in the Thames - sparked a
global revival of the form, handing second careers to black blues artists like Muddy Waters and Howlin
Woolf. He is currently working on a solo album and, as a singer and songwriter, he feels he has something to
say "about the state of things, as the world is today". His parents were part of the civil rights movement in the
s and taught him "to be very proud to be a young black man", he says. Now, as an older black man in modern
America, he says, taking a few seconds to find the right words, "I live in a world of white supremacy,
basically. These guys can play blues as well as anybody I have played blues with so, for me, that is the main
point. His ambition back then was to "play with the best bands, with the best artists" - and in the idiom of
blues and rock and roll, he says, the Rolling Stones are "high on that list". Join the conversation - find us on
Facebook , Instagram , Snapchat and Twitter.
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2: The Rolling Stones News by IORR
Music, Film, TV and Political News Coverage. Foster the People's Mark Foster explains how they crafted their
comeback hit "Sit Next to Me" and gives an update on former bassist Cubbie Fink.

Fifty years ago, as the Beatles led a British invasion of America, photographer Harry Benson caught it all on
film The idea to style the Stones as the anti-Beatles, though -- to toughen up their image, and encourage them
to act as surly and defiant as the dared - came a bit later, and in fact that was the opposite of what Oldham
originally had in mind. Instead, one of his first moves was to buy them a set of matching outfits. Wyman
remembers a day when Oldham "marched us up to Carnaby Street to put us in suits, tabbed-down shirts and
knitted ties. Andrew was attempting to make us look like the Beatles. From his association with them he was
well aware of the power of marketing, and he was initially slotting us as their natural successors rather than as
counterparts. Onstage, the whole group started moving more, and Jagger took to chewing gum as he sang.
Offstage, a journalist observed, they appeared in "a jumbled assortment of jeans, silk cardigans, camel jackets
and sloppy sweaters. None of the slick suits sported by Bill J. Kramer Gerry and the Pacemakers. Their
audiences were becoming more demonstrative, more raucous, to the point where the Stones, just as soon as
they finished their sets, were forced to flee their venues through the back door and speed off as quickly as
possible to avoid getting mobbed. Without ever devising or articulating a formula for instigating a cultural
revolt, the Rolling Stones began to stumble upon one. Put another way, though widely held, the idea that
Andrew Oldham conjured up a belligerent attitude for the Stones, ab ovo, is a myth. First, he tried to smarten
them up. But Oldham was quick - very quick - to see the potential in this new approach. Surely Jagger was
deploying his best Cockney-put on when he told an interviewer, circa It had only been a short while earlier
that the Stones, eager for exposure, appeared on Thank Your Lucky Stars with acceptable hair and matching
suits. If the Beatles "sold-out" by changing their image in order to improve their chances of becoming
successful, so too did the Stones - only they went through two early transformations. First, they costumed
themselves in matching suits and ties, just like any Liverpool pop group; then, within a few months, they
began experimenting with a different approach of their own design - dressing sloppily, accentuating their
sexuality, and behaving obnoxiously. This was an image that suited them perfectly. Though not quite
"gentlemen" in the first place, they became rather convincing as thugs. He is especially interested in New Left
and youth culture radicalism during the s. Author of "Smoking Typewriters: A Journal of History, Politics and
Culture.
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3: Darryl Jones: The unknown Stone - BBC News
Music, Film, TV and Political News Coverage. One of the bloggers at the must read Balkinization imagines the tables
turned and Al Qaeda using president Bush's "enhanced" questioning techniques.

The Rolling Stones at their Hamilton gig in May Last year, author Richard Houghton made an appeal in the
letters page of the Hamilton Advertiser for people who were there to come forward, and was delighted when
many of our readers did exactly that. View gallery Richard, who lives in Manchester, said: They started out as
a group of rhythm and blues aficionados sometimes playing to a handful of people in a pub and became the
greatest rock and roll band in the world. A queue snaked its way all the way to Peacock Cross, and the police
had to send for reinforcements from Motherwell and Wishaw. Michael Prater was just 10 when the Rolling
Stones came to Hamilton, and he recalls: Cars were damaged and there was a lot of unruly behaviour. I duly
picked up my black plastic coat and headed outside. My friends emerged 30 minutes later sporting what could
only be described as expensive Crombie coats! The Stones helped to make the Sixties swing. The Rolling
Stones Live â€” 69 can be ordered from gottahavebooks. Even the members of The Rolling Stones were
blown away by the events in Hamilton that night in Bill Wyman recalled in that: There were fantastic scenes.
Dozens of police and bouncers were swept aside as fights broke out inside. Hamilton magistrates imposed a
ban on beat groups a few weeks later. By the time the Stones arrived â€” little more than an hour before
midnight â€” the hotel foyer looked like an ambulance room. Even some of the boys passed out in the heat.
Ambulance men and nurses were kept busy treating cases until after midnight. Vandalism was rife as well.
Said hotel proprietor Isaac Smith: About 20 of the cushions have been punctured and ripped by their stiletto
heels. You Had To Be There:
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4: NEWS | The Rolling Stones | Official Website
Disliking Donald Trump is nothing new for Rolling Stones rocker Keith Richards. In fact, the guitarist told the BBC that
back in , he was once so angry with the then-real estate mogul that he.

Early history[ edit ] Keith Richards and Mick Jagger became childhood friends and classmates in in Dartford ,
Kent. A musical partnership began shortly afterwards. The group sent a tape of their best recordings to Korner,
who was favourably impressed. The first rehearsal included guitarist Geoff Bradford and vocalist Brian
Knight, both of whom decided not to join the band. According to Richards, Jones named the band during a
phone call to Jazz News. He later changed his mind and imagined a band which contrasted with the Beatles,
featuring unmatched clothing, long hair, and an unclean appearance. He wanted to make the Stones "a
raunchy, gamy, unpredictable bunch of undesirables" and to "establish that the Stones were threatening,
uncouth and animalistic". Regent Sound Studios, a mono facility equipped with egg boxes on the ceiling for
sound treatment, became their preferred location. He also encouraged the press to use provocative headlines
such as: He simply exploited it exhaustively. The band refused to play it at live gigs, [51] and Decca bought
only one ad to promote the record. The tour gave the band the opportunity to hone their stagecraft. Jagger and
Richards decided to write songs together. Oldham described the first batch as "soppy and imitative". Show ,
which showcased American acts with British Invasion artists. Nevertheless, he was still very annoyed about it
Because of the pandemonium surrounding the Stones, Sullivan banned them from his show. It was later
identified by Richards as "the bridge into thinking about writing for the Stones. It gave us a level of
confidence; a pathway of how to do it. Richards recorded the guitar riff that drives the song with a fuzzbox as
a scratch track to guide a horn section. Nevertheless, the final cut was without the planned horn overdubs.
Issued in the summer of , it was their fourth UK No. It was a worldwide commercial success for the band. The
song was accompanied by one of the first official music videos, directed by Peter Whitehead. Richards
recalled, "There was a new deal with Decca to be made Facts That Will Shock You". The first article targeted
Donovan who was raided and charged soon after ; the second instalment published on 5 February targeted the
Rolling Stones. The article claimed this was Mick Jagger, but it turned out to be a case of mistaken identity;
the reporter had in fact been eavesdropping on Brian Jones. Two days after the article was published Jagger
filed a writ for libel against the News of the World. No arrests were made at the time, but Jagger, Richards and
their friend art dealer Robert Fraser were subsequently charged with drug offences. Andrew Oldham was
afraid of being arrested and fled to America. Up until then it had been as though London existed in a beautiful
space where you could do anything you wanted. During this trip the stormy relations between Jones and
Pallenberg deteriorated to the point that she left Morocco with Richards. He was arrested and charged with
possession of cannabis. Jagger and Richards were tried at the end of June. Jagger received a three-month
prison sentence for the possession of four amphetamine tablets; Richards was found guilty of allowing
cannabis to be smoked on his property and sentenced to a year in prison. It began with the sound of prison
doors closing, and the accompanying music video included allusions to the trial of Oscar Wilde. The band
parted ways with Oldham during the sessions. The split was publicly amicable, [] but in Jagger said: Its
psychedelic sound was complemented by the cover art, which featured a 3D photo by Michael Cooper , who
had also photographed the cover of Sgt. Bill Wyman wrote and sang a track on the album: It was also the
beginning of their collaboration with producer Jimmy Miller. It featured the lead single " Street Fighting Man
" which addressed the political upheavals of May and " Sympathy for the Devil ". Richards said of the album:
There is a change between material on Satanic Majesties and Beggars Banquet. A spell in prison I was fucking
pissed with being busted. The footage was shelved for twenty-eight years but was finally released officially in
, [] with a DVD version released in October Jagger said that Jones was "not psychologically suited to this way
of life". The concert, their first with new guitarist Mick Taylor , was performed in front of an estimated , fans.
The show also included the concert debut of " Honky Tonk Women ", which the band released the previous
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5: Rolling Stones give historic free concert in Cuba - CBS News
The latest The Rolling Stones news Keith Richards AMPâ„¢, | The year-old guitarist is said to have been secretly
practising 'Gangnam Style' steps, after singer PSY has invited him to join in the famous dance earlier this year.

Marquee Club, London Lineup: Besides, other factors made it unlikely that such a momentous occasion would
ever come to pass. It became an important, perhaps the most important, art form of the period, after not at all
being regarded as an art form before. Indeed, the Stones will be marking the fiftieth anniversary of their first
gig at the Marquee Club in London on July 12, with a celebratory appearance at that storied venue, five
decades later to the day. As a dramatic capstone to that trip, the Stones performed in Cuba for the first time,
electrifying an audience of 1. It will travel to New York this November for a run at Industria. It was a highly
appropriate focus of the anniversary since such visual images constituted an essential element of how the
Stones defined themselves in those pre-Internet, pre-MTV days when photos of a band on an album cover or
in newspapers and magazines determined how they would be viewed for years to come. Suddenly we were in
all these magazines and one thing led to another. We became part of the whole Sixties phenomenon, breaking
through the boundaries of pop music into fashion, films, television and everything else. The group distilled so
much of the music that had come before it and has exerted a decisive influence on so much that has come
after. Only a handful of musicians in any genre achieve that stature, and the Stones stand proudly among them.
They exist in a pantheon of the most rarefied kind. We were flying by the seat of our pants. That is what
amazes me, that the whole thing was improvised. I could be better, man, you know? Every album the Stones
released through the early Seventies â€” from The Rolling Stones in to Exile on Main Street in â€” is essential
not simply to an understanding of the music of that era, but to an understanding of the era itself. If the Stones
had never made an album after they would still be legendary. Soon, of course, the Stones became synonymous
with the rebellious attitude of that era. For the Stones, the Sixties were not a time of peace and love; in many
ways, the band found psychedelia and wide-eyed utopianism confusing and silly. The Stones always were â€”
and continue to be â€” tough-minded pragmatists. You simply want to Let It Be? For those reasons, as the
Sixties drained into the Seventies, the Stones went on a creative run that rivals any in popular music. After
that, the Stones were an indomitable force on the music scene, and they have continued to be to this day. The
album is one of the very best of that decade. True Stones fans have long worn their appreciation of Dirty Work
as a hip badge of honor. More significantly, though, the Stones have set a standard for live performance during
this time. It started in clubs, and then it just continued to grow. It was an amazing experience and it happened
so fast, starting in London and then moving out from there. It was like hanging onto a tornado. It was almost
fashionable for bands to withdraw from the road at that time â€” Bob Dylan and the Beatles had both done so.
But the Stones set out to prove that writing brilliant songs and making powerful records did not mean that you
were too lofty to get up in front of your fans and rock them until their bones rattled. Since the Stones have
repeatedly toured to ecstatic response. Bassist Darryl Jones, who had formerly played with Miles Davis, began
performing with the Stones in , replacing Bill Wyman, and the Stones turned what could have been a setback
into a rejuvenating rush of new energy. But, for all that, the Stones are best understood as musicians, and their
own acceptance of that fact is what has enabled them to carry on so well for so long. For all the tabloid
headlines, Mick Jagger is ultimately an extraordinary lead singer and one of the most riveting performers â€”
in any art form â€” ever to set foot on a stage. Keith Richards is the propulsive engine that drives the Stones
and makes their music instantly recognizable. He is both the rock that anchors the band, and the subtle force
that swings it. At once elegant in their simplicity and soaring in their impact, none of his gestures are wasted,
all are necessary. Inevitably it makes you think about the mortality of it. But here we are making plans and
attempting to get things organized for the future! And the story continuesâ€¦ Lineup.
6: Band | The Rolling Stones
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The legendary band was expecting to play to a crowd of more than 70, people, but many concert-goers were delayed to
get into the London Stadium Jump directly to the content The Sun, A News UK.

7: Mick Jagger on new Rolling Stones album: 'People don't want it'
PREVIOUS STORY | There's a big Rolling Stones banner outside the Broncos stadium "One is done and getting ready
to be announced next week, and some people can guess what that is because of a.

8: The Rolling Stones | Music | The Guardian
When the nascent Rolling Stones began playing gigs around London in , the notion that a rock & roll band would last five
years, let alone fifty, was an absurdity.

9: BBC NEWS | Entertainment | Rolling Stones hold giant Rio gig
HomeÂ» World NewsÂ» Photos of The Rolling Stones revealed for the first time in 50 years Photos of The Rolling
Stones revealed for the first time in 50 years 11/09/
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